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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(delivered 14 December 1988)


In this action the plaintiff sues the defendant for damages for defamation. The matter complained of was published by the defendant in an issue of "Sunday Territorian" on 26 May 1985. The article carried a heading in prominent print, and annexed to the article was a
photograph of the plaintiff. and article were as follows:
 The substance of the heading
"LEGAL WRANGLE OVER YOUNG 'TALENT' SCOUT

Showbiz personality Johnny Young will take legal action to halt a Darwin man from publicising himself as an agent for the national TV show Young Talent Time.
 .



'I've got a tape confirms that I act Mr Ron Mann of Anula
 
recording in which Johnny Young as his representative in Darwin' said yesterday.

But Talent said Mr Mann this show'.
 Time 'has
 associate no right
 producer,	Mr	Vic	Marsh, to say he's an agent for

'He's operating completely without authorisation.'
Angered

'We've	informed	Johnny (Young) of the situation and he has said he's extremely angry.'

Mr	Mann sought	to place	advertisements in Northern Territory papers for 'Boys/Girls, talented, ages under
16.	Solo acts wanted for "Young Talent Time".'

He	has	also	sought 'Playboy'/'Penthouse' applicants'.
 to with
 advertise 'high
 for fees
 models	for to	chosen

Mr Mann was an unsuccessful candidate in the 1980 elections.
He stood for the Christian Democratic Party in Sanderson.
He has several business operations.
Trading under Christian International, he organises for Australian men to be matched with Filipino women.
He has also placed advertisements in newspapers offering the chance to 'enjoy prestige and authority as a properly Ordained Minister with an immediate Doctor's Degree'•
Mr Marsh said he was unhappy that Mr Mann - who said he was an agent for the mens magazines - should also claim to act for his show.
He said Mr Mann had once presented Young Talent Time with a young dancer who was presented on the show as a contestant, 'but that doesn't give him any right to make an operation out of us'.
'He's obviously using us to boost his own business,' Mr Marsh said."
The statement of claim does not allege the place where publication of the article complained of took place.  I find, however, that the arti le was published by the

defendant	in	the	Northern	Territory. publication was in the order of 10,000.
 
The extent	of	the
The plaintiff relies upon the natural and ordinary meaning of the words used and asserts that the following imputations arise from those words:
	that	the	Plaintiff	was	involved	in	litigation (actual or impending) with Johnny Young;
	that the Plaintiff had publicised himself as agent for 'Young Talent Time';
	that the Plaintiff had no authorisation whatsoever from Johnny Young;

( iv)		that	the Plaintiff	had	several	dubious	business operations;
	that the Plaintiff had stated he was an agent for pornographic men's magazines;
	that	the	Plaintiff	currently	organises	for

Australian	men	to	be	matched	with	Philippine
women;

	that the Plaintiff was improperly using the show Young Talent Time to promote his own theatrical agency;
	the innuendo that the Plaintiff was involved in a business exploiting sexual weakness in others and in pornography.

In relation to the photograph of the plaintiff, he asserts in the statement of claim that it was an attempt by the defendant to identify the plaintiff as a person with "a high political exposure which he'does not have". Underneath
 .



the photograph there appeared the words "Part of Mr Mann•s 1980 election campaign poster".
The plaintiff seeks damages, aggravated damages and exemplary damages.
By its defence in its final form, the defendant put in issue the publication of the material complained of by the plaintiff, denied each and every imputation pleaded, denied that the matter complained of was capable of bearing the imputations pleaded, and, alternatively, in so far as and to the extent that the matter complained of was defamatory of the plaintiff (which was denied), pleaded that the allegations of fact therein were true and in so far as they consisted of expressions of opinion, were fair comments made in good faith and without malice upon the facts which are matters of public interest ("the rolled-up plea"). The defendant further pleaded qualified privilege and justification. The defendant also gave notice of intention to make a case in mitigation of damages by reason of the substantial truth of the matter complained of, particulars of which were set out in the amended defence.
The law of defamation in the Northern Territory is
to be found in the Defamation Act 1936-65 and the common law. The origin of the Act appears to be the Wrongs Act 1936-59 of South Australia. Unlike some other parts of Australia, there are no statutory defences set out in the Defamation Act, except a specific defence of fair comment provided in s.6A which is not relevant to the  present action if for no other reason than that it is not pleaded.

The relevant defences available in this action are the common law defences pleaded, namely truth, gualified privilege and fair comment.
At	the	hearing	of	the	action	the	plaintiff

appeared		in	person. counsel	and	solicitor.
 The		defendant	was		represented	by The	plaintiff	is	not	legally
qualified and was accordingly handicapped in the presentation of his case. However, I assisted him from time to time on procedural matters and the defendant did not make any undue technical objection so that eventually the plaintiff's whole case emerged.
"Young Talent Time" is a television show produced by Television House Pty Ltd in Melbourne. The Executive Producer of the show is known as Johnny Young. He is also Managing Director of the production company. In those roles he lays down the policy and managerial guidelines. The show is a family show appealing to a general audience, especially young people, and its management are particularly jealous of the show's clean, wholesome image. The format of the show  is for Johnny Young to introduce various performers and they in turn duly perform to a nationwide audience. The
performers are recruited from various parts of Australia, but mostly from Melbourne.
Events immediately preceding publication
The plaintiff's evidence was that prior to the publication on 26 May 1985 he was a highly respected member of the Darwin community, having a high reputation generally, and in church, Phillipino, government, legal and business
 .


communities. At the time of publication he was employed as the officer-in-charge of the recovery section of the Department of Law in the Northern Territory Public Service. He and his wife were also conducting a theatrical agency and modelling business with the registered name of Zenith Film, Television and Modelling Promotions (Zenith). In the month
previous to publication, the plaintiff had been appointed as

Bishop	of	Darwin Incorporated.
 for	the	Church	of	Modern	Apostles
A few days prior to publication the plaintiff endeavoured to place advertisements in "The Northern Territory News" and "Sunday Territorian" advertising that Zenith provided a service for young people seeking to appear on the Johnny Young television program known as "Young Talent Time", and also would provide opportunities for models to be considered for "Playboy" and "Penthouse" magazines. The plaintiff lodged the advertisements with the "Sunday Territorian" by verbal application over a counter and paid the necessary fees. The advertisements as received by the "Northern Territory News" were in the following terms:
"Models 16-25.
 wanted
All
 for	'Playboy'	&	'Penthouse'.		Ages colours.	High		fees	for	selected
applicants, and expenses paid.	Phone Zenith, 272226."

"Boys/Girls,	talented, 'Young Talent Time'.
Phone Zenith, 272226."
 ages	to	15	years,	wanted	for Solo acts only.	Expenses paid.

The first advertisement was lodged for publication in "The Northern Territory News" on 1st and 2nd June 1985 and the second for publication on 8th and 9th June 1988. On the day

after publication of the matter complained of the plaintiff withdrew the advertisements from publication in "The Northern Territory News", but, although the plaintiff's fees were refunded, the advertisements were published anyway. The "Sunday Territorian" never published the proposed
advertisements.
The defendant refused to publish the advertisements on mistaken grounds. By letter dated 24 May 1985, the advertising manager of the Sunday Territorian returned the plaintiff's fees and advised the plaintiff in the following terms:
"Please find enclosed your cheque for $18.00, it has been brought to our attention that your company is under investigation from Consumer Affairs••

Midweek	&	Sunday	Territorian	will	not	accept	any advertising from you at this stage."
Zenith had not been under investigation from Consumer Affairs or otherwise.
The  plaintiff  gave evidence about a conversation
with the journalist who. wrote the substance of the article complained of on the day before publication, namely 25 May 1985. He said that on that day Paul Toohey, an employee of the defendant, telephoned him and said that he had spoken to Johnny Young, Vic Marsh and Justin, and that all three had said that the plaintiff had no right to call himself an agent for Young Talent Time. The plaintiff replied that he had a video-tape of Johnny Young "which gives me a right". Paul Toohey then asked for Johnny Young's phone number. The plaintiff replied that he ought to know it if he had spoken


to Johnny Young. Paul Toohey later said he would publish an article about the plaintiff unless the plaintiff brought him the tape. The plaintiff asked for guarantees of safety of the tape. There was a short break during which Paul Toohey said that he was going to get that assurance. He came back to the telephone and told the plaintiff that the Chief of Staff and the Managing Editor agreed to the tape's safety. The plaintiff then decided that he was not able or anxious to go in to the City of Darwin and offered the opportunity for any representative of the "Sunday Territorian" to come out to his home and see the tape. The plaintiff was at home at the relevant time, having just started three weeks recreation leave from the Department of Law. Nobody came. The next day publication took place.
The	publication	on	26	May	1985	was	in	fact	the
final issue of the "Sunday Territorian" published by the defendant.
Paul	Toohey	gave	evidence	on	behalf	of	the
defendant. His evidence as to the conversation with the plaintiff on 25 May 198.5 differed from the evidence of the plaintiff in that he denied that he had told the plaintiff that he had spoken on the telephone to Johnny Young and Justin. He said that he never said that to the plaintiff because he had not spoken to anyone but Vic Marsh. He also denied initially that the plaintiff had offered him an opportunity to view the tape in that conversation, but later conceded that the plaintiff had possibly done so. He denied having asked the plaintiff for Johnny Young's phone number.
9.



In my view, it is unnecessary to resolve the conflicts of evidence about the exact content of the conversation. The differences simply do not matter.
I have already found that the defendant published the material complained of. I now turn to the plea that the matter complained of was not capable of bearing the imputations pleaded.
The Law

A matter is defamatory		if it tends "to lower the plaintiff		in	the		estimation	of	right-thinking	members	of society generally" (Gatley on Libel and Slander, 8th Ed., 1981, para.41) or "if it is likely to cause ordinary decent folk in the community, taken in general, to think less of him" (per Jordan CJ in Gardiner v. John Fairfax & Sons Pty Ltd (1942) 42 SR(NSW) 171 at 172).			The question is not what the defendant meant or how the words were understood		by the plaintiff.		The meaning to be given to the words used is the meaning	they would  convey  to the ordinary	reasonable	man. They	are		to	be	construed	in		their	natural	and	ordinary meaning,		i.e.		in		the	meaning		in			which	reasonable		men of ordinary intelligence, with the ordinary man's general knowledge and experience of worldly affairs, would be likely to understand them (Gatley, 8th ed para.93).
In Lewis v. Daily Telegraph Ltd [ 1964] AC 234 at 258, Lord Reid said:
"There	is	no	doubt	that	in	actions	for	libel	the question is what the words would convey to the ordinary
man: it is not one of construction in the legal sense. The ordinary man does not live in an ivory tower and he is  not  inhibited  by  a  knowledge  of  the  rules of
10.



construction.	So	he		can		and lines	in	the	light	of	his experience of worldly affairs."
 
does	read	between general	knowledge
 
the and

In Jones v. Skelton	[1963] 3 All ER 952 at 958 Lord Morris, speaking for the Privy Council, said:
"In deciding whether words are capable of conveying a defamatory meaning the court will reject those meanings which can only emerge as the product of some strained or forced or utterly unreasonable interpretation. In Capital and Counties Bank v. Henty ( 1882) 7 App Cas 741, Lord Selborne said (at 745): 'The test according to the authorities, is, whether under the circumstances in which the writing was published, reasonable men to whom the publication was made, would be likely to understand it in a libellous sense.'

The ordinary and natural meaning of words may be either the literal meaning or it may be an implied or inferred or an indirect meaning: any meaning  that does not require the support of extrinsic facts passing beyond general knowledge but is a meaning which is capable of being detected in the language used can be a part of the ordinary and natural meaning of words (see Lewis v. Daily Telegraph Ltd (1963] 2 All ER 151). The ordinary and natural meaning may therefore include any implication or inference which a reasonable reader, guided not by any special but only by general knowledge and not fettered by any strict legal rules of construction, would draw from the words."
In Mirror Newspapers Ltd v. Harrison (1982) 42 ALR
487 at 492-3;  56  ALJR 808, Mason J	( as he then was), with whom the other members of the court agreed, said:
"A distinction needs to be drawn between the reader's understanding of what the newspaper is saying and judgments or conclusions which he may reach as a result of his own beliefs and prejudices. It is one thing to say that a statement is capable of bearing an imputation defamatory of the plaintiff because the ordinary reasonable reader would understand it in that sense, drawing on his own knowledge and experience of human affairs in order to reach that result. It is quite another thing to say that a statement is capable of bearing such an imputation merely because it excites in some readers a belief or prejudice from which they proceed to arrive at a conclusion unfavourable to the plaintiff. The defamatory. quality of the published material is to be determined by the first, not the
'
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second, purposes conveyed ordinary
 proposition.   Its  importance  for  present is that it  focuses  attention  on  what  is by the published material in the mind of the reasonable reader."

Further		relevant	authorities		relating	to	the question	whether	the	matter		complained	of	is	capable		of conveying to the ordinary reasonable reader the imputations relied	upon	have	been collated	by  Hunt J. in Farquhar		v. Bottom  (1980) 2 NSWLR 380.			The following	principles	are taken from his Honour's judgment (at 385-386).
In deciding whether the matter complained of is capable of conveying to the ordinary reasonable reader the imputations relied upon by the plaintiff, the Court must be guided and directed by the test of reasonableness. It must reject any strained or forced or utterly unreasonable interpretation. It must proceed upon the basis that the ordinary reasonable reader is a person of fair, average intelligence (Slatyer v. Daily Telegraph Newspaper Co. Limited (1908) 6 CLR 7) who is neither perverse (ibid) nor
morbid  or suspicious of mind (Keogh v.	Incorporated	Dental
Hospital of Ireland (1910) 2 Ir. R. 577 at 586) nor avid for scandal (Lewis v. Daily Telegraph Limited (1963) 1 QB 340 at 374, affirmed (1964) AC 234 at 260).
This ordinary reasonable reader does not live	in
an ivory tower. He can, and does, read between  the lines, in the light of his general knowledge and experience of worldly  affairs (Lewis v.    Daily Telegraph  Ltd ( 1963)  QB
258; Jones v.     Skelton ( 1963) SR(NSW) 644; 80 WN  1061; Lang
v.      Australian  Consolidated  Press  Ltd (1970) 2  NSWR 412;
12.


Middle	East	Airlines	Airliban	SAL	v.	Sungravure	Pty	Ltd ( 1974 ) 1 NSWLR 3 40 )•
I refer also to Gorton v. Australian Broadcasting Commission ( 1973) 1 ACTR 6  and  Readers  Digest  Services  Pty  Ltd v. Lamb (1982) 150 CLR 500 per Brennan J. at 505-6.
In what		might	be  described	as		"newspaper"	cases, further		questions		may		arise		as  to  the care  with	which	the ordinary		reasonable	reader	would	have	read	a		sensational article,			and as   to the degree	of		analytical		attention		he would	apply  to		it			( Morgan   v.			Odhams   Press  Ltd   ( 1971 )		1 WLR 1254,		(1971)	2		All		ER 1269), following Lewis v. Daily Telegraph  Ltd  ( 1963)  QB  277;  Mirror  Newspapers   Ltd   v. World Hosts  Pty  Ltd  ( 1979)  53  ALJR  243;  Parker  v.  John Fairfax & Sons  Ltd  (Court  of  Appeal,  30th  May  1980, unreported) •
The imputations
The	main		thrust		of	the	article			is		that	the plaintiff		had been		publicising			himself			as		an	agent	for "Young	Talent		Time"			completely		without		authorisation	and that	it		was improper			for	him to				do so.	In	my opinion	the article		is		capable	of bearing the  imputations  (ii),  (iii) and (vii) as pleaded and they are defamatory  of  the plaintiff. Those imputations  would  tend  to  lower  the plaintiff in the estimation of right  thinking  members  of society generally and cause ordinary decent folk  in  the community taken in  general  to  think  less  of  him.  I  shall return to the defences to those defamatory imputations.
13 •




article.
 
In my opinion imputation (i) does arise out of the The	heading	to	the	article	refers	to	a	legal
wrangle and the opening words of the article are to the effect that Johnny Young will take legal action to halt a Darwin man from publicising himself as an agent for the national TV show "Young Talent Time". The heading and those words would be understood by the ordinary reader to mean that if there was a continuation of the publicising as an agent for "Young Talent Time", Johnny Young would resort to law to restrain such unauthorised conduct. But in  my opinion it is not defamatory of the plaintiff to state that such litigation would be instituted. Indeed, the use of the word "wrangle" in the heading seems to contemplate that there is an issue, which may have to be resolved in a legal forum, about whether the plaintiff had the right so to publicise himself. The imputation pleaded does arise but in my opinion it is not defamatory of the plaintiff.
Imputations	iv),	(v)	and	(vi)	do	not,	in	my
opinion, arise from the words used. The article does not suggest that advertising for models for "Playboy" and "Penthouse" magazines is a dubious business operation, even accepting that "dubious" means of doubtful propriety. The article does not comment about whether those magazines are pornographic or otherwise or whether they are men's magazines or otherwise.
Similarly, the statement in the article  that  the
plaintiff, trading under Christian International, organises for Australian  men to be matched  with Phillipino  women is
 .


not itself defamatory. The thrust of those parts of the article dealing with the advertisements for "Playboy" and "Penthouse" magazines, the business operation of organising for Australian men to be matched with Phillipino women and the advertisements in newspapers offering the chance to enjoy prestige and authority as a properly ordained Minister with an immediate doctor's degree, is the odd combination of those business operations and the involvement of a person conducting such business operations with a television program such as "Young Talent Time".
Imputation (viii), in my opinion, does not arise. Such an imputation would be a strained or forced or utterly unreasonable interpretation of what the article is saying (Jones v. Skelton, supra).
Lastly, the imputation pleaded in relation to the photograph of the plaintiff that "it was an attempt to identify the plaintiff as a person with a high political exposure" does not arise, in my opinion, and would not be defamatory.
Defence of justification to the
defamatory imputations (•ii), (iii) and (vii)
As previously stated, truth is a complete defence to the defamatory imputations.
In 1843 the Select Committee of the House of Lords
appointed to consider the law of defamation and libel expressed their opinion that the law was defective in permitting the truth of the imputation by itself to be an absolute bar to a civil action. They considered that there may be many cases in which a wrc;rng may be maliciously done


to an individual by making public what might be true, for instance, where the imputation referred to some personal defect or error of conduct long since atoned for and forgotten, and that a remedy should be given for such a wrong. They recommended that the truth of the imputation should not be an absolute defence to an action of libel or slander unless it was proved that it was for the benefit of the community that the truth should be made known. This recommendation was not adopted in England. However, by certain Defamation Acts in certain States of Australia, namely New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania, the truth of the imputation is not by itself a defence. I have not researched the current state of the law in this matter, but it is sufficient to observe that at least at one time in the State of New South Wales the defendant also had  to prove that it was for the public benefit that the defamatory
matter	be published. Gatley 8th ed. 1981,
 An historical	account is set out in at p.150.	For		the	purposes	of	the
present action, the defendant only has to prove the truth of
the imputations.
In	support	of	its	defence	of	justification	the

defendant		relied	upon the following	facts. facts	to	be	established	on the evidence.
 I find	those They establish
that the plaintiff had no authority to publicise himself as an agent for "Young Talent Time".
In June 1984 the plaintiff took a young contestant
named Angelina D'Arcy to Melbourne where she appeared in a program	of	"Young	Talent	Time:•.	He	also	took	another


contestant named Grace Dequen and she appeared in a program on 22 September 1984. The plaintiff accompanied both contestants to Melbourne for the purpose of their performances on the show. He arranged for their appearances in the following way.
On 19 March 1984 he sent a video tape of Angelina D 'Arey, on behalf of Zenith to the producers of "Young Talent Time". Even before Angelina D'Arcy appeared on the program the plaintiff arranged for a press release to appear in "The Advertiser" on 29 March 1984 stating that Angelina D'Arey was to appear on the program and photographs of Angelina D'Arey were published with the article. On 30  March 1984 the plaintiff issued a press release about Zenith and about the anticipated appearance of Angelina D'Arcy on the "Young Talent Time" show and as a member of the Young Talent Team. After Angelina D'Arey had appeared on the program, the producer of the program wrote a letter to the plaintiff dated 27 June 1984 thanking him for helping to get Angelina D'Arcy ready for her performance on the program, and at the same time cautioning the plaintiff not to build up Angelina D'Arcy's hopes of being accepted as a member of the Young Talent Team.
Prior to the appearance of Grace Dequen on the program on 22 September 1984, the plaintiff issued a press release about Grace Dequen which was published in a Darwin newspaper on 8 September 1984. It stated that the plaintiff had accompanied her to Melbourne to record the show. The article as published also referred to the earlier appearance


of Angelina D'Arcy on the program and to the nature of the plaintiff's theatrical agency. It stated - "Zenith is a multi-faceted promotions agency, designed to encourage and develop a variety of talent in the Territory."
On 26 January 1985 the plaintiff prepared a resume for "The Northern Territory News" about himself, his family and Zenith. In that resume the plaintiff referred to the fact that the abovenamed contestants had appeared on the show in 1984 and had been accompanied by the plaintiff. He referred to the words spoken by Jo"hnny Young on the show on the occasion of the appearance of Grace Dequen, as follows:
"Gracey comes to us from Darwin where Ron Mann from Zenith Promotions organises everything for us up in Darwin. Thank you Ron for bringing such a gorgeous young lady down to us."

A video tape of the appearance of Grace Dequen made on 22 September 1984 in which Johnny Young uttered those words was in evidence.
Following	that press release by the plaintiff on
26 January 1985, an article appeared in the "Sunday Territorian" on 27 January 1985 about the entrepreneurial skills of the plaintiff. The article referred to the fact that the plaintiff had accompanied Angelina D'Arcy and Grace Dequen to Melbourne when they appeared on Young Talent Time, and that both contestants were encouraged by Johnny Young and invited back in 1985. The article was based upon the press release and quoted the plaintiff as having said, inter alia:
"I can see Zenith Promotions developing from a home industry, especially now tpat Johnny Young has adopted us as his representatives in Darwin. Our plan at the present is to gear the agebcy into full operation by next year."


By letter dated 31 January 1985 the plaintiff informed the producer of "Young Talent Time" about the article which had appeared in the "Sunday Territorian" on
27 January 1985 and said:

"But surprisingly (and a little disappointingly) did a feature on me and Zenith instead, with only a mention of Young Talent Time and the girls".
That statement and the general  tone of the letter

were quite deceptive.	The fact  is that the plaintiff had

initiated the article in the "Sunday Territorian" on 27 January 1985 by the press release of 26 January 1985 which emphasised  the theatrical  agency and  himself rather  than
"Young Talent Time".	Even the most cursory  perusal of the

press release reveals it as a self-inflating, business-promotion91 exercise.
The	plaintiff	was	cross-examined	about	the
preparation of the press article, the promotion of his theatrical agency and the fact that he had arranged for the press release of 26 January 1985 to promote the theatrical agency. He agreed that the journalist to whom he issued the press release had come ·to interview him for the purpose of an article on "Young Talent Time" and that he had exploited the opportunity to promote his theatrical agency. He conceded that he was not primarily interested in "Young Talent Time" and that although it was up to the reporter what he put in his article, he had given the reporter a resume which would assist him to put something in the article about Zenith and the plaintiff.

He further conceded that in the press release of
26 January 1985 referring to Zenith's role in sending Darwin's first contestants to "Young Talent Time• and its 1985 Darwin 1 ine-up for "Young Talent Time", he was stating that he was holding Zenith out as an agent for  the show. Yet he still maintained in evidence that the article in the "Sunday Territorian" on 27 January  1985  was not what he had expected and that he was surprised at the form of the article. I do not accept his evidence in that respect.
The plaintiff well knew that he had not been appointed as an agent for "Young Talent Time•. Yet he continued to send audition tapes to the producer of the show. By letter dated 3 April 1985 Vic Marsh, associate producer of "Young Talent Time", informed the plaintiff that one of his performers would not be accepted for the show and thanked him for his continuing interest. The terms of the letter clearly conveyed that Television House Pty. Ltd. the producer of "Young Talent Time", was no longer interested in the plaintiff's contestants. That that  was the import of the letter was confirmed by the evidence of Mr Marsh.  He said that he felt at the time that the plaintiff was assuming that "Young Talent Time" would be using a lot more talent from Darwin as a matter of course. Obviously that assumption had to be dispelled. That was the mood in "Young Talent Time• when it received the telephone call from Paul Toohey of the "Sunday Territorian" on 25 May 1985.
Toohey	told	Marsh	that	the	plaintiff	was
advertising himself as an agent for "Young Talent Time" and

was also advertising for models for "Penthouse" and "Playboy" and for mail order brides. Marsh discussed the matter with Johnny Young who gave Marsh clear instruction to refute that the plaintiff had any authority to hold himself out as an agent for Young Talent Time. Marsh conveyed the content of his instructions to Toohey including that "Johnny Young was extremely angry" and that, although the plaintiff had once presented "Young Talent Time" with a young dancer who was presented on the show as a contestant, that did not give him any right to make an operation out of "Young Talent Time"; and further, that the plaintiff "was obviously using Young Talent Time to boost his own business" or words to that effect.
On the evidence it is also true, as the matter complained of states, that Johnny Young was extremely angry about the report. Marsh's evidence  was that Johnny Young was extremely annoyed. He caused his solicitors to send a letter to the plaintiff refuting any connection between "Young Talent Time" a"nd any entity associated with the plaintiff and threatening legal action to prevent unauthorised use of the name Television House Pty. Ltd. by the plaintiff and further to prevent any claim of alleged association with Television House Pty. Ltd. or "Young Talent Time". A copy of the solicitor's letter dated 3 June 1985 was also in evidence. The plaintiff responded by letter of
7 June 1985 to the solicitor seeking to explain the circumstances from his point of view and suggesting that any legal action would be "ludicrou, and unwise". In my view,
 .



it is quite an accurate statement to say that at that stage a "legal wrangle" existed, but of course that was well after publication on 26 May 1985. Nevertheless, it is also true that at the date of publication Johnny Young was resolved to institute legal proceedings against the plaintiff if he continued to hold himself out as an agent for "Young Talent Time".
The plaintiff had publicised himself as an agent for "Young Talent Time". He had no authorization whatsoever from Johnny Young. He was improperly using the show to promote his own theatrical agency. The truth of imputations (ii),(iii) and (vii) is clearly established.
Qualified Privilege
The circumstances in which a defendant may rely upon a defence of qualified privilege were considered by the New South Wales Court of Appeal in Morosi v. Mirror Newspapers Ltd (1977) 2 NSWLR 749. In an exhaustive examination of the case law the court referred to the classical statement of -principle by Parke B. in Toogood v. spyring ((1934) 1 er. M.•  &    R. 181, at p.193; 149 E.R. 1044,
at pp.1049, 1050):
"In general, an action lies for the malicious publication of statements which are false in fact, and injurious to the character of another (within the well-known limits as to verbal slander), and the law considers such publication as malicious, unless it is fairly made by a person in the discharge of some public or private duty, whether legal or moral, or in the conduct of his own affairs, in matters where his interest is concerned. In such cases, the occasion prevents the inference of malice, which the law draws from unauthorized communications, and affords a qualified defence depending upon the absence of


actual malice. If fairly warranted by any reasonable occasion or exigency, and honestly made, such communications are protected for the common convenience and welfare of society; and the law has not restricted the right to make them within any narrow limits."
In Adam v. Ward (1917) A.C. 309 Lord Atkinson stated the principle thus:
" a privileged occasion is, in reference to qualified privilege, an occasion where the person who makes a communication has an interest or a duty, legal, social, or moral, to make it to the person to whom it is made, and the person to whom it is so made has a corresponding interest or duty to receive it. This reciprocity is essential."

The protection of qualified privilege extends to the publication of defamatory material without malice. If the person who makes the publication has an interest or a duty, legal, social or moral, to make it to the person to whom it is made then the latter has a corresponding interest or duty to receive it. As stated in Adam v. Ward supra, so far as qualified privilege is concerned the common law does not place editors of, or journalists employed by, newspapers in a position different· from that of other citizens (Arnold
v. The King-Emperor (1914) 30 TLR 462 at 468). A  distinction must be drawn between the right which the publisher of a newspaper has in common with other persons who report truthfully and comment fairly upon matters of public interest and the duty which gives rise to an occasion of privilege. At common law a publication in a newspaper is not the subject of qualified privilege merely because it gives the public information concerning a matter in which the public is interested. What is required is that the
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matter be such as to occasion a duty or an interest on the part	of		the	newspaper	to	communicate		the			information ( Loveday v. Sun Newspapers Ltd ( 1938) 59 CLR 503 at 513). It must	be  in the public		interest	that a true		report		be published			(Perera		v. Peiris ( 1949) AC	1		at	21, London Artists Ltd v. Littler ( 1968) 1 WLR 607, ( 1968) 1		All E.R. 1975,		Australian	Broadcasting		Corporation			v.		Comalco	Ltd (1986) 68 ALR 259).
The fundamental reason why the defence of qualified privilege does not arise in this action is that the statements of fact set out in the matter complained of were true. .Even if I am wrong in my finding that the statements of fact were true, I am of the opinion that the publication was not an occasion of qualified privilege.
The fact that the show "Young Talent Time" regularly appeared on television in the Northern Territory might be enough to establish that the publication related to material which had general public interest. But in my opinion there was no public duty whether legal or moral, or in the conduct of its· own affairs, for the defendant to publish the material complained of. The defence  of qualified privilege therefore fails.
Fair Comment
By its rolled	up plea	the defendant	has pleaded fair comment.	It has become common practice to plead the defence of fair comment  in a rolled	up plea, certainly	in New South Wales since Hopman v. Mirror Newspapers Limited (1960) 78 WN (NSW) 192 and Orr v.• Iyles (1965) 83 WN (Pt 1)
 .


(NSW) 303. I venture also to refer to what I said on the subject in Quinn v. NT News Services Limited & Anor (1978)  19 ALR 690 at 693.
The right to comment on matters of public interest does not create a privileged occasion. It is a right that belongs equally to every citizen and is no privilege at all
(Campbell	v. Spottiswoode	( 1963)	3B	&	s.	769;	122	E.R.
288). A comment is an opinion expressed on something that has taken place. Facts must be in existence before they can be commented upon. If the existing facts upon which the comment be based of themselves impute something defamatory of the plaintiff, that is not the responsibility of the defendant who comments upon them. It is not his fault that they happened. If something of public interest occurred it is the right of every citizen to freely discuss it. At common law, on the assumption that the published facts upon which the comment is based are defamatory of the plaintiff but true, the defendant, relying upon the defence of fair comment, can be held liable even though he did not justify by pleading the truth of the facts in a separate plea, only if his comment be unfair. This is because the plea is not directed to the facts at all, but only to the comment, and it is only the comment that is the defendant's responsibility. The plea defends the comment on the basis that the allegations of fact are true, but it does not
seek to justify such allegations on that basis. They are defended on the basis that they are matters of public interest. The public is entitled to know about them.

Though in considering the plea, comment is to be separated from fact, if the comment so separated be fair, the whole publication must be regarded as fair comment. (Orr v. Iyles supra per Ferguson J. at page 321).
By a plea of fair comment all the defendant in effect alleges is that he is not guilty of a libel, because all he has done is to comment fairly on a matter of public interest. If that be established, he is entitled to succeed in the action. There is no need for a defendant to justify any defamatory imputations contained in the facts.  Where the defence of fair comment is relied upon, whether the facts be defamatory or not is an immaterial consideration. The defendant is entitled to comment upon them in any event if they be matters of public interest. If the defendant fails on the plea, it is not because defamatory allegations of fact have not been justified, but because the comments upon them are not fair comments. It is for  the above reasons that a plea of fair comment must be read as pleaded to the comments only an·d, if the plea be established, it is a complete answer to the plaintiff's claim. Under  the rolled up plea, it must be remembered that it is the fairness of the comments, not their truth, that is in  issue. (Orr v. Iyles supra per Ferguson J. at page 322).
Distinguishing	between fact and comment is often elusive.	Much depends upon the context of the impugned expression.	In every case where comment is relied upon as a defence there is a preliminary legal issue as to whether the statement		in question	is  capab e of being	construed	as a
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comment ( in that it is an opinion which could possibly be held on the material indicated as its basis). That question is determined by considering the relationship between the opinion expressed and that material. That is an objective question and the author's state of mind is irrelevant to it if that issue is determined in favour of the defendant. The factual issue is whether that statement is to be construed
in fact	as an expression	of	an	opinion. determined	in	part	by		asking		whether
 This		issue	is the	ordinary,
reasonable reader would have understood the statement as having been intended by its author to be an expression of opinion based upon sufficiently indicated material (Bickel
v. John Fairfax & Sons Ltd (1981) 2 NSWLR 474 at 490).
Normally the material upon which the comment is based must be stated expressly or impliedly in the matter complained of or it must constitute a matter of contemporary history or general notoriety and thus, in one way or another, be made known to the readers to enable them to judge for themselves whether they agree with the published opinion based upon that material. (Myerson  v. Smith's Weekly Publishing Co. Limited (1923) 24 SR (NSW) 20 at 27; Goldsbrough v. John Fairfax & Sons Limited ( 1934) 34 SR (NSW) 524 at 531 and 532 and Orr v. Iyles supra at pages 321, 329 and 330; Bickel's case supra at 498; Hawke v.
Tamworth Newspapers Co. Limited (1983) 1 NSWLR 699 at 704.
In my opinion the following extracts from the material complained of constitute comment. The question is whether they are comments upon _matters of public interest
 .


and	whether	they	were	fair	in the circumstances. the  end of   the  article  it	reads:
 Towards


"Mr Marsh said  he  was unhappy  that  Mr  Mann,  who said  he  was  an  agent  for  the  men's  magazines,  should also claim to act for his show.

He	said	Mr			Mann	had	once	presented			"Young	Talent Time"   with  a  young  dancer who  was		presented on the show		as	a		contestant		'but		that	doesn't		give		him any		right			to	make	an	operation		of	us.		He's obviously	using		us	to	boost	his		own		business' Mr Marsh said".

Theabove  extract appearing at			the very end of the article	is		based			upon	the		facts	which		precede	it..			Those facts include  the statement  by Mr  Marsh	that  Mr Mann had	no right	to		say  he  was an agent		for	the		show	"Young		Talent Time"	and		that	Mr	Mann	was	operating				completely	without authorisation.		Furthermore,		it			is		the			fact that Johnny Young, having been informed of the  situation, had said that he was extremely angry.  It  is  also  the  fact  that  the plaintiff had sought to place advertisements in Northern Territory newspapers for boys and girls to respond to the invitation to perform for "Young Talent Time" and had also sought to advertise for models for "Playboy" and "Penthouse" magazines. All those facts I find to be true in the circumstances. Considering the  article as a whole,  I  am  of the opinion that the comments are upon matters of  public interest and are fair comments in the  circumstances.  I uphold the plea of fair comment.

Accordingly, there will be judgment for the defendant. I shall hear the plaintiff and Counsel for the defendant on the question of costs.
!
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